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and recognizes the value of what elsewhere we have termed â€œ¿�Baden
Powellismâ€• as an excellent means of exorcising it.

Boy scouts, camp fire girls and similar agencies he also finds
to be of considerable help in the management of the different mani
festations in the feeble-minded of â€œ¿�the instinct of self-assertion,â€•
especially during the difficult days of the great pubertal urge when,
like normal boys and girls, adolescent aments desire above all
things to live their own lives unhampered by the dictates of authority.
â€œ¿�Unfortunately,â€• as Dr. Pratt points out, â€œ¿�such defectives lack

sufficient judgment and intelligence to permit the degree of personal
freedom accorded to brighter youths, and the parent or teacher
must attempt the delicate task of reconciling a powerful instinct
to forge out an independent career with the practical necessity
for accepting the advice and decisions of others.â€• This task will
be considerably lightened where the adolescent defective has had
the benefit of a sound training in childhood, for with aments, habits
once learned are not easily forsaken, which makes the inculcation
of an intelligent discipline in their early years their strongest adult
safeguard. H. FREIZE STEPHENS.

Community Responsibility and Mental Deficiency. (Proc. Amer.
Assoc. for the Study of the Feeble-minded, 1926.) Sandy, W. C.

As a result of modern tendencies an increasing number of
recognized mental defectives are being employed in the community,
and Dr. Sandy believes that a considerable amount of communal
responsibility and privilege will continue to be accorded to
them. Nor can this be altogether avoided. But with the earlier
recognition of aments, their better training and more efficient
supervision, these privileges and responsibilities tend to become
more clearlydeterminedand definitelylimited.

H. FREIZE STEPHENS.

Fifty Years in Retrospect. (Presidential Address at the 50th Meeting
of the American Association for the Study of the Feeble-minded,
as reported in their Proceedings for 1926.) Wylie, A. R. T.

An authoritative survey by its retiring President of the first fifty
years of this historic and important Association that began its useful
work on June 6, 1876, â€œ¿�inthe parlor of the Pennsylvania Training
School at Mediaâ€• with the great Seguin as its first President. At
that time there were only eight institutions for mental defectives
in Americaâ€”five State and three private, with a population of
about 1,500. To-day there are 56 State institutions in 43 States,
with a population of about 50,000, and 90 private institutions.
The property value of the State institutions is nearly $46,000,000,
of the private ones $1,500,000, while the yearly expense of the
former is $10,390,000, and of the latter $577,000â€”all of which is
an index of the enthusiasm and activity of this influential group
of American psychiatrists.

The advances in our knowledge of mental deficiency during the
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